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Abstract. Mechanical response of the carbon nanotube bundle to uniaxial and biaxial 
lateral compression followed by unloading is modeled under plane strain conditions. The 
chain model with a reduced number of degrees of freedom is employed with high 
efficiency. During loading, two critical values of strain are detected. Firstly, period 
doubling is observed as a result of the second order phase transition, and at higher 
compressive strain, the first order phase transition takes place when carbon nanotubes 
start to collapse. The loading-unloading stress-strain curves exhibit a hysteresis loop and, 
upon unloading, the structure returns to its initial form with no residual strain. This 
behavior of the nanotube bundle can be employed for the design of an elastic damper. 
Key Words: Carbon Nanotube Bundle, Plane Strain Conditions, Lateral Compression, 
Elastic Damper 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) attract each other due to relatively weak van der Waals 
interactions and can create molecular crystals or CNT bundles [1-3]. CNT forests can be 
produced by various techniques [4-7]. They have excellent mechanical properties since 
individual CNTs possess very high tensile strength in the range from 11 to 63 GPa, tensile 
Young's modulus of 1.0 to 1.3 TPa, and high ultimate fracture strain of about 10% [8-11]. 
Moreover, CNTs are flexible, lightweight, good heat and electricity conductors, thus being 
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useful in a number of applications [12-15]. The most important mechanical applications of 
CNTs are high-strength ropes [2,16], fibers [17-21], polymer- and metal-matrix composites 
[22-24], solid lubricants [24,25], etc.  
It should be pointed out that tension [2,16-21] and compression [26-33] of vertically 
aligned CNT brushes and forests have been extensively studied. Note that CNTs grow in 
vertical direction and compression of vertically aligned CNTs means that they are 
compressed along their axis, while compression of horizontally aligned CNTs means that 
they are compressed normal to their axis. On the other hand, lateral compression of isolated 
CNTs or CNT bundles [34-38] is of interest, but this loading scheme has received much less 
attention of the researchers. Horizontally aligned CNT bundles can be obtained from the 
vertically aligned CNT arrays by winding, drawing, micromechanical rolling, and shear 
pressing [39-42]. Mechanical properties of CNTs, evaluated in the experimental and 
computational studies, have been outlined in the review [43]. CNT bundles are linear elastic 
up to hydrostatic pressure of 1.5 GPa; the volume compressibility is 0.024 GPa-1; the 
hydrostatic deformation of CNT lattice is reversible up to the pressure of 4 GPa [44]. With 
the help of the X-ray diffraction and Raman scattering, it has been found that deformation 
of CNT bundles under non-hydrostatic pressure is reversible below 5 GPa [45].  
Computational studies greatly contribute to a better understanding of mechanical 
properties of CNT bundles. Mesoscopic modeling of transformation of a low-density 
vertically aligned CNT forest into a horizontally aligned CNT forest under pressure has 
been addressed in [46,47]. A continuum shell model has been used to describe different 
morphological patterns of CNTs subjected to large deformations [48]. Applicability of the 
continuum beam model and nonlocal beam, plate and shell theories to the modeling of the 
mechanical properties of nanomaterials has been discussed in [49,50]. With increasing CNT 
diameter, the rigidity of CNT crystal does not decrease [1]. If CNT diameter is above a 
threshold value, it can be found in two stable configurations, circular and collapsed ones 
[51-53]. According to the experimental and molecular dynamics investigation, triple-wall 
CNT bundles under pressure exhibit irreversible transformation in the range of pressure 
from 60 to 72 GPa, depending on the temperature [34]. Mechanical response and failure of 
CNT bundles can be efficiently studied with the help of the nonlinear coarse-grained 
potentials developed for CNTs [54]. The chain model has been developed in [55] in order to 
study structure and properties of secondary, van der Waals conformations of carbon 
nanoribbons, such as folds and scrolls [55-59] as well as dynamics of surface ripplocations 
[60]. The chain model has been adopted to the study of CNT bundles under lateral 
compression in plane strain conditions in the work [61]. 
Vibration and shock protection applications require development of the materials 
possessing properties of elasticity and damping. Such properties are demonstrated, for 
example, by rubber or porous metallic rubber [62,63]. Such analogs have been proposed 
for nanomaterials as well. The armchair graphene nanoribbons under tension, at certain 
value of tensile strain, split into domains with large and small elastic strain [64]. Nucleation 
and motion of domain walls separating such domains produces considerable dissipation of 
elastic strain energy, and the loading-unloading stress-strain curves demonstrate hysteresis 
loop [64]. Cyclic loading of suspended MoS2 sheets during the nanoindentation experiments 
has also revealed the hysteresis behavior [65]. Damping properties of the compressed 
vertically aligned CNT brushes have been analyzed in [26]. 
In the present work, damping properties of the laterally compressed CNT bundle are 
analyzed in frame of the model developed in [61].  
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2. SIMULATION DETAILS 
We consider the nanotube bundle with the zigzag CNTs of equal diameter aligned 
along the z-axis, see Fig. 1. Indices i=1,...,I and j=1,...,J number the CNTs. In Fig. 1 the 
case of I=J=2 is shown, while in this work we take I=10, J=12. Atoms within each CNT 
are numbered by the index n=1,...,N anti-clockwise, starting with the most right atom, as 
shown by red symbols in Fig. 1. In this work, lateral compression of the CNT bundle is 
considered under plane strain conditions, meaning that each carbon atom stands for a 
rigid atomic row oriented along the z-axis, which moves as a rigid body on the (x,y) 
plane. Each atom has two degrees of freedom, namely, the components of the 
displacement vector on the (x,y) plane, thus the dimensionality of the problem is reduced 
from 3D to 2D. Total number of atoms in our model is I×J×N=3600. Periodic boundary 
conditions are imposed in both directions.  
 
Fig. 1 Geometry of the computational cell, which includes I×J CNTs (I=10, J=12 in this 
work and I=J=2 in this figure) numbered by the indices i=1,...,I and j=1,...,J, 
arranged in cross-section in a triangular lattice. Within each CNT atoms are 
numbered by the index n=1,...,N=30 anti-clockwise, starting from the most right 
atom. Atoms have two degrees of freedom, the components of the displacement 
vector in the (x,y) plane. Atomic chains normal to the (x,y) plane move as rigid 
bodies. The computational cell size is defined by the distance between centers of 
neighboring CNTs, A, which is the sum of CNT diameter D and distance between 
CNT walls d. Distance between atoms in the CNT wall is a. Periodic boundary 
conditions are imposed 
The valence bond length in graphene is =1.418 Å. The distance between neighboring 
atomic rows in the zigzag CNT is a=31/2/2=1.228 Å. CNT diameter is D=a/sin(/N). The 
distance between CNT walls is d, then the centers of neighboring CNTs are at the distance 
A=D+d. The computational cell has the form of parallelogram with the sides I×A and J×A. 
For the case of N=30 considered here, one has D=11.75 Å and equilibrium value of 
d=3.088 Å. This choice of CNT diameter guarantees that an isolated CNT has single 
equilibrium state. If CNT diameter is greater than ~3 nm, then it has another equilibrium 
state, the collapsed one [51-53], and such CNTs may not open after unloading. The elastic 
damper discussed in this work operates due to CNT collapse during loading and opening 
during unloading. 
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The Hamiltonian of the chain model employed in this study together with the model 
parameters can be found in [61]. It includes four terms,  
 H=K+UB+UA+UVdW , (1) 
where the first term in the right-hand side gives the kinetic energy of the carbon atoms, the 
second to the fourth terms stand for the energy of valence bonds, the energy of valence 
angles and the energy of van der Waals interactions between CNTs, respectively. The 
model parameters were calculated based on the Savin interatomic potential developed for 
sp2-carbon [66] and successfully used for solving various problems [66-71]. 
Three strain-controlled loading schemes are considered: (i) uniaxial compression along 
close-packed CNT rows (i.e., along the x-axis with xx<0, yy=0), (ii) uniaxial compression 
normal to the close-packed CNT rows (i.e., along the y-axis with xx=0, yy<0), (iii) biaxial 
compression (with xx=yy<0). In all three cases compression up to certain level is 
followed by unloading to the zero strain. The strain state is characterized by the absolute 
value of volumetric strain ||=|xx+yy|.  
Perturbation-relaxation molecular dynamics at zero temperature is carried out aiming 
to obtain the equilibrium structures at different values of strain. The strain is applied by 
increments ij = -0.0025 during compressive loading and ij = 0.0025 during unloading. 
Compression up to ||=0.3 is analyzed for all three loading schemes, which is sufficient 
for the purpose of our study. Each strain increment is followed by perturbation of atomic 
positions with small random displacements along x- and y-coordinates, uniformly distributed 
in the range from -10-6 to 10-6 Å. Then the gradient method is applied to find the 
equilibrium structure by minimizing potential energy of the system. It is assumed that the 
energy has reached the minimal value when the absolute value of the maximal force 
acting on atoms becomes smaller than 10-10 eV/Å. 
3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Stress components xx and yy as the functions of the absolute value of the volumetric 
strain, ||=|xx+yy|, are shown in Figs. 2 to 4 for the uniaxial compression along the x-
axis, along the y-axis, and biaxial compression, respectively. Black (blue) lines are used 
for xx (yy) stress, and solid lines are for loading, while dashed lines for unloading. 
Shear stress is not presented in the plots because it is either zero or, in some regimes, 
which will be discussed below, it is nonzero but still three orders of magnitude smaller than 
the normal stress components. Compression up to ||=0.3 was simulated for all three 
loading schemes, but in the plots the most interesting range of strain, ||≤0.25, was shown. 
In Figs. 5 to 7, we present the evolution of the CNT bundle structure for the uniaxial 
compression along the x-axis, along the y-axis, and biaxial compression, respectively. The 
top rows stand for compression and the bottom rows for unloading. The absolute values of 
volumetric strain are given for each panel, and they correspond to the dots indicated in Figs. 
2 to 4. Note that the computational cell has the shape of a parallelogram but here, without 
loss of information, we present the structures in a rectangular widow using the fact that the 
cell is under periodic boundary conditions. 
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Fig. 2 Stress components as the functions of the absolute value of volumetric strain, 
||=|xx+yy|, for the case of uniaxial compression along the x-axis. Blue and black 
colors are used for xx and yy, respectively. Loading and unloading is shown by 
solid and dashed lines, respectively. Dots indicate the values of elastic strain for 
which the structures are shown in Fig. 5  
 
Fig. 3 Same as in Fig. 2, but for uniaxial compression along the y-axis. Dots indicate the 
values of elastic strain for which the structures are shown in Fig. 6 
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Fig. 4 Same as in Fig. 2, but for biaxial compression. Dots indicate the values of elastic 
strain for which the structure is shown in Fig. 7 
 
 
Fig. 5 Structure of the CNT bundle at different absolute values of volumetric strain, 
||=|xx+yy|, for the case of uniaxial compression along the x-axis. The top row is 
for compression and the bottom row for unloading. The values of strain are given 
for each panel, and they correspond to the dots indicated in Fig. 2 
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Fig. 6 Same as in Fig. 5, but for the case of uniaxial compression along the y-axis. The 
values of strain are given for each panel, and they correspond to the dots indicated 
in Fig. 3 
 
Fig. 7 Same as in Fig. 5, but for the case of biaxial compression. The values of strain are 
given for each panel, and they correspond to the dots indicated in Fig. 4 
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The stress-strain curves, presented in Figs. 2 to 4, look similar for all three studied 
loading schemes, though some differences can be noticed. During compression from the 
initial state up to about | |=0.07, the components of stress xx and yy are practically 
equal. This is expected for the case of biaxial loading due to the hexagonal symmetry of 
the structure, see Fig. 7(a), top row. On the other hand, this is quite unusual for uniaxial 
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loading of an elastic body. The equality xx=yy means that, in this regime of deformation, 
the Poisson’s ratio of the CNT bundle under lateral compression is nearly equal to 1, 
which is at the border of the thermodynamic stability for the two-dimensional elastic 
material [72,73]. As it can be seen in the panels (a) of Figs. 5 to 7, for | |<0.07 the structure 
of the CNT bundle is very regular with all CNTs having the same slightly deformed cross 
section shape, and this is true for both loading (top row) and unloading (bottom row). 
Primitive translational cell of the CNT crystals in this regime includes single CNT.  
When, on loading, the value of strain exceeds about 7% threshold, structural changes start 
to happen and the equality between components of normal stress is destroyed due to 
occurrence of the second-order phase transition. For compression along the x-axis, period 
doubling in both directions results in the primitive translational cell that includes four CNTs, 
see Fig. 5(b) and (c), top row. For compression along the y-axis and for biaxial compression, 
period doubling in one direction takes place and the primitive translational cell includes two 
CNTs, see Fig. 6(b) and (c), top row, as well as Fig. 7(b) and (c), top row. Both these 
structures have been described in [61]. In this regime all CNTs have elliptic, non-collapsed 
cross section for all three loading schemes. As for the normal stress components in this 
regime, one has xx<yy for compression along the x-axis (see Fig. 2) and the opposite is true 
for compression along the y-axis and for biaxial compression (see Figs. 3 and 4).  
On loading, appearance of CNTs with collapsed cross section is accompanied by a 
sudden drop of the normal stress components (first order phase transition). This drop takes 
place at | |=0.13, 0.19, and 0.16 in the case of compression along the x-axis, the y-axis, and 
biaxial compression, respectively, see Figs. 2 to 4. Further compression after the drop of 
stress results in increase of stress and increase of the portion of collapsed CNTs. Structures 
with collapsed CNTs that appeared on loading can be seen in Figs. 5(d) to 7(d), top row.  
During unloading from | |=0.30, portion of the collapsed CNTs gradually decreases but 
they can be seen in bottom row even at | |=0.125 in Fig. 5(c), at | |=0.17 in Fig. 6(c), and 
at | |=0.15 in Fig. 7(c), while in the corresponding top panels all CNTs have non-collapsed 
cross section. In the bottom rows of Figs. 5(b) to 7(b) all CNTs have non-collapsed elliptic 
cross section but the structures remain irregular, while corresponding top panels show 
regular structures. During unloading, at about | |=0.06, for all three loading schemes, 
structure of the CNT bundles becomes regular, so that complete unloading results in 
complete restoration of the initial structure.  
Structure difference observed in certain strain interval for the same values of strain on 
loading and unloading is the reason of the hysteresis loops that can be seen in Figs. 2 to 
4. The area of the loop gives the energy dissipated by the structure during one loading-
unloading cycle. This energy is maximal for the case of compression along the y-axis and 
minimal for loading along the x-axis.  
We can conclude that the CNT bundle under lateral compression acts as a perfectly 
elastic damper. The efficiency of the energy absorption is highest when CNT bundle is 
compressed normal to the close-packed rows and it is intermediate for biaxial compression. 
Practical design of elastic dampers based on CNT bundles requires further research [74]. 
In particular, the effect of CNT diameter is important to analyze. Also in many cases 
bundles of multi-walled CNTs are produced. It is tempting to investigate if they are more 
efficient absorbers of energy as compared to single-walled CNTs. These problems will be 
the topics of the future studies. Study of novel graphene-analogous 2D nanomaterials [75-
79] is also of high importance for the development of nano-sized dampers. 
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